Another tack consists of predicting hydrodynamics of vessels or aerodynamics of sails in towing tanks, wind tunnels or with computational flow models. To the knowledge of the authors only one such study, on the Marianas flying proa, has been published to date for the Pacific (Jackson and Bailey 1999), although in a recent paper, Irwin (2008) discussed the utility of such an approach.
But what does Marchaj mean by "crab claw" rig? No detailed description of the rig is given except that "crab claw rigs were characteristic of western Polynesia when Tasman and Schouten were exploring in the Tonga area in the 17th century" (Marchaj 2003: 160, Fig. 143 ). Referring to his figures (Marchaj 2003: 175, Figs 133, 139, 141, 142, 146, 148, 160) , his "crab claw" rig can be defined as an "axisymmetric" triangular sail, with a deep bay or hollow in the head, spread between two spars slightly curved in plan, fixed to a vertical mast. This sail, while not replicating any particular Oceanic rig, does have similarities with the axisymmetric sails used in Fiji and Tonga, although there it is slung from a pivoting forward leaning mast (contra the fixed vertical mast in Marchaj), its tack is fixed to the prow (this detail is unclear in Marchaj's figures), and it seems to have had a more pronounced camber. 1 Marchaj's objective was not so much to copy actual Oceanic sails, but to test "basic rigs" (Marchaj 2003: 153) .
The primary objectives of this paper are twofold: (i) to test different traditional Pacific rigs in a wind tunnel, rank their relative performance, and compare these results with other studies, in particular Marchaj's "crab claw"; and (ii) to question developmental implications of such results and consider whether the geographic distribution of the various rigs could shed some light on the history of settlement within Oceania.
Such experiments should prove helpful when attempting to better comprehend the maritime world faced by prehistoric sailors. Indeed, even though Pacific seafaring has captured the attention of scholars for centuries, debates continue about the performance of ancient canoes (Anderson 2000 (Anderson , 2001 Finney 2006; Irwin 2008; Levison et al. 1973) , the extent of maritime knowledge (Irwin 1992) , the architectural traits and rigs of vessels of the past (Anderson 2000 (Anderson , 2001 Doran 1981; Horridge 1987 Horridge , 2008 and the evolutionary processes that shaped them (Beheim and Bell 2011 , Doran 1981 , Haddon and Hornell 1975 , Horridge 1987 , Irwin 2008 , Neyret 1974 , Rogers and Ehrlich 2008 . We advocate here that the physics of aerodynamics (and eventually hydrodynamics) should help to ,better understand the technological capacities and constraints on sailing canoes in relation to their history, environment and distribution.
PACIFIC RIGS TESTED
We chose ten rigs (some of which are no longer used, some are still in use) with different types of sail geometry to represent the diversity across the Pacific, from the Philippines to Eastern Polynesia. These rigs used two distinct means of coming about: shunting and tacking. Shunting canoes (Ninigo, Massim, Arawe, Micronesia, Tonga, Santa Cruz and Vanuatu) always keep the outrigger, and thus one side of the hull, to windward. The bow becomes the stern and vice versa. Their hulls are symmetrical fore and aft, and sometimes asymmetrical windward to leeward with fuller forms to windward. Tacking canoes (Vanuatu, Tonga, Tahiti, Hawaii, Marquesas) have dedicated bows and sterns and their outriggers will thus be alternatively on the windward and leeward side.
2 Their hulls are symmetrical port and starboard. Drawings of the ten sail types are shown in Figure 1 . Traditional sails are still used in scattered locations in Oceania, although nowadays they are generally rendered in canvas (or even rice sacks) instead of traditional pandanus mats.
3 Figure 1 . Drawings of the different model sails. 1. Ninigo, 2. Massim, 3. Arawe, 4. Micronesia, 5. Santa Cruz, 6. Vanuatu, 7. Tonga, 8. Tahiti; 9. Hawaii, 10. Marquesas. Sails 1, 2 and 3 are Oceanic lugsails; 4, 5 and 7 are Oceanic lateens; 6, 8, 9 and 10 are Oceanic spritsails.
Where sails have disappeared, our best sources are the drawings of early voyagers, especially those of Admiral Pâris who gave the most detailed measured plans of canoes ever made. Many of them have been re-published by Rieth (1993) . Captain Cook, some of his officers, notably Bligh, and the various artists who accompanied him on his three voyages, especially Parkinson, Hodges and Webber, made numerous drawings and sketches of now vanished canoe types. Haddon and Hornell (1975) and Dodd (1972) made important contributions towards Pacific canoe typology and understanding of their historical evolution. Their books are the most complete compilations of images of Pacific canoes, and include those of Pâris' and Cook's artists.
For clarity, we refer to the different sail types by the name of the island or archipelago where they were recorded. Their order of presentation is roughly from West to East, regrouped into three rig types: Oceanic lugsails, Oceanic lateens and Oceanic spritsails. The dimensions of our sails and spars were taken either from scaled drawings (Micronesia, Tonga, Santa Cruz), sketches or photographs illustrating the sail at right angles. Human figures (assumed to be 1.7 m tall) were used for scale.
Ninigo is the boomed lugsail still used on shunting single outrigger canoes in the Ninigo Islands (Western Bismarck archipelago) of Papua New Guinea. The rectangular sail is lashed between the yard and the boom, which ends in a fork stepped upon the lower end of the mast. The mast is socketed on the leeward gunwale and is pivoted toward the bow during the shunting manoeuvre like an Oceanic lateen. Our example is based on the sails from Haddon and Hornell (1975 [2] : 176, Fig. 108 ) and Lewis (1972: 267, Plate XII) .
Massim is the unusual rig of the shunting 4 outrigger canoe nagega (anageg after Damon 2000) still in use in the eastern part of the Kula Ring area, notably on Gawa and Murua Islands in the Milne Bay Province, New Guinea (Malinowski 1961 , Munn 1977 , Damon pers. comm. 2010 . The rig has been described as "flattened oval" or "rounded oblong" in Haddon and Hornell (1975 [2]: 279-81, 1975 [3] : 53) and as "tilted elliptical" by Horridge (1987, Fig. 83, type p) . Our model rig is based on a photograph (Haddon and Hornell 1975 [2] : Fig. 150) , with the length to width ratio calculated at 1:4 to correct for picture distortion. Perhaps the clearest image of this sail is from Irwin (1999, Fig. 14.2) .
Arawe is the boomed lugsail used on fixed vertical masts on shunting single outrigger canoes in scattered locations around the Bismarck Archipelago, north of New Guinea. Our example is based on a photograph by Speiser from the Arawe Islands, off the southwest coast of New Britain, published in Haddon and Hornell (1975 [2] : 162, Fig. 98 ). Whether these sails are still in use is unknown to the authors.
Santa
Cruz is a type of shunting Oceanic lateen sail with a very deep hollow in the head. This distinctive rig is restricted to the Santa Cruz group at the south end of the Solomon Islands. Today, reconstructed Te Puke (Tepuke) canoes with this rig are again sailing in the Solomon waters. 5 Photographs and drawings used for our model sail come from the Templeton Crocker Expedition of 1933, as published in Haddon and Hornell (1975 [2] , Fig. 33 ) and from Pâris ([1843] , Plate 114).
Micronesia is a shunting Oceanic lateen sail used on outriggers throughout the Marianas, the Carolines, Kiribati and the Marshalls. Our sail is based on an example from Puluwat Atoll, in the Caroline Archipelago, measured by Doran (1981: 30, Fig. 10) . This sail has a wide tack angle (the angle between the yard and the boom) and the yard is normally rigged nearly vertical, although it may be adjusted lower.
Tonga refers to the Oceanic lateen sails used on large double or outrigger voyaging canoes in Tonga, Fiji and other nearby islands. This rig differs from Micronesia in that the tack angle is always narrower and its yard lower. It was still in use in the mid-19th century in Tonga. This rig is still sailing on several of the southern Lau Islands in Fiji (Gillett 1993) . Although most canoes with this rig used the shunting manoeuvre, one type, the Tongiaki, had the particularity of coming about by tacking (Thomson 1908: 295) . The best illustration of the rig of a Tongiaki is from Hodges (Dodd 1972: 77; Haddon and Hornell 1975 [1] , Fig. 192 ).
Vanuatu is a variant of the Oceanic spritsail, known as the butterfly sail. It is used with both tacking and shunting manoeuvres. It is characterised by two long edges supported by straight spars, a wide tack angle (about 90°) and a deep symmetrical curve of the head. This rig, once used in the central and northern islands of Vanuatu, disappeared in the early 1900s. Height, width and curvature ratio come from photographs by Speiser (1996: Plate 62.7) and McCulloch (Haddon and Hornell 1975 [2] : 30, Fig. 18 ).
Tahiti is a type of Oceanic spritsail, with a characteristic head supported by a sprit and extending above the mast head. It was once used on both double and outrigger canoes. This rig disappeared about 200 years ago. Our measurements are based on drawings made by early explorers to Tahiti, especially a sketch by Parkinson (Dodd 1972: 127) , as well as drawings by Webber and Hodges (Dodd 1972: 130, 131, 139) . The canoe sail from Tahiti discovered at the British Museum, with a width to height ratio of 1:6, has recently improved our understanding of this sail (Hiquily et al. 2009) .
Hawaii is a type of Oceanic spritsail spread between a vertical mast and a curved sprit, with a very deep curve in-between, somewhat resembling the Santa Cruz and Vanuatu rigs. No longer in use, it is poorly documented. The best field sketch we found to replicate the sail was drawn by Webber (Dodd 1972: 116) .
Marquesas is a type of Oceanic spritsail spread between two straight or nearly straight spars, fallen into disuse today. Our sail is based on a drawing by Hodges which, according to Haddon and Hornell, is the only record of an ancient Marquesan sail (Haddon and Hornell 1975 [1] : 35, see also Dodd 1972: 132-33) .
MAKING THE SAILS
Our rigid experimental sails (Table 1) were made out of laminated epoxyfibreglass with the outer surface left rough to reflect the traditional ones of plaited Pandanus tectorius mats, as well as to insure a fully turbulent flow regime. Surface roughness and wind velocity are important factors to promote the transition from laminar to turbulent flow in order to make certain that model results are comparable to full scale sails (Schlichting 1979) .
While data is available for rig geometries and sail planform (sail shape when viewed from side), details of their airfoils are unknown. Rather than attempting to study differences in airfoils, all sails were laid-up on the same male mould with maximum camber at mid-chord and flattened sections fore and aft. Marchaj has shown that cambers between 1:7 and 1:10 at mid chord are "the best all-round compromise" for the different points of sail, although somewhat too full for maximum efficiency sailing to windward in strong winds (Marchaj 1964: 129-133, 138) . In any case fragile mat sails would Table 1 . Geometrical characteristics of the different rigs. Sail surfaces of reference (S) were calculated in m 2 from digital photographs of the models.
generally be taken down in these conditions. Giving all our sails the same airfoil facilitates comparison, although being rigid they cannot reflect all the complexity of real sails which stretch, twist and change camber depending on heading and sail adjustment. Masts were made from 4-8 mm diameter carbon fiber tubing. Yards, booms and sprits were constructed using 3 mm diameter carbon rod, bamboo (Tahiti, Santa Cruz) or wood (Massim, Hawaii). Spritsails were fixed to the axis of the mast. Yards, sprits or booms were fixed on the windward side of the sail. Additional geometrical characteristics of the tested sails are show in Table 1 .
METHODS OF MEASURING THE AERODYNAMIC FORCE IN
A WIND TUNNEL
In a wind tunnel, a fan blows air over a static model sail mounted on a sensitive balance which measures aerodynamic forces (lift, drag, pitch) generated by airflow over the sail. The magnitude of these forces depends on wind speed, sail area, angle of incidence, sail geometry (camber, aspect ratio) and characteristics of the sail surface (porosity, roughness, etc.) (Marchaj 2003: 79) .
Tests were carried out in the subsonic wind tunnel named "Bois" at the "Ecole Nationale The sails were mounted on a turntable connected to a balance which measures the force on six axes. Here we are mainly concerned with the drag force (D), parallel to the wind direction and the lift force (L), perpendicular to the wind direction (Fig. 2 ). Sails were initially adjusted parallel to the wind (angle of incidence (α) of 0°). The turntable is rotated from 0° to 80° (by 2° steps) and then back to 0°, so as to verify the first results. Greater incidences are generally not used by sailing canoes. Oceanic lateens cannot sail directly downwind because the rig is held up by wind force. It has no stays on the leeward side and will fall overboard or capsize the canoe if the sail is caught aback, that is when the wind pushes the sail against the mast. Oceanic spritsails could sail safely almost directly downwind with their sails turned forward of the mast, as can be seen in the numerous illustrations from Hawaii and Tahiti by Cook's artists.
RESULTS
In Figure 3 ). The measurements are normalised to the surface area of the sail (S). True wind speed is referred to as v; r is the air density. The curves give the magnitude of the resultant force, varying with incidence for each sail at a given wind speed. A wind speed of 25 m/s was chosen so that the measured forces would CT is the resultant of both CL and CD. CR is the driving force coefficient that is CT projected onto the heading. α is the incidence of the sail relative to the apparent wind. β is the angle which represents the trim of the sail relative to the heading. θ is the angle formed by the apparent wind and the heading; it characterises the point of sail.
fall in the zone of maximum sensitivity of the balance for all sails, except for Santa Cruz where the test was made at 20 m/s; this was done because at higher speeds, oscillation of the tips of the sail shook the balance, causing inaccurate measurements. This difference in wind speed has no effect on our unit-less coefficients. It should be noted that in Figure 3 , the incidence of 0° is defined as the point of zero lift or C L = 0. At low incidences, once the sail fills, its lift begins to increase and the curve climbs steeply. Where the tangent to the curve is nearly vertical, the lift increases much faster than the corresponding drag and the lift/drag ratio is at its greatest. Beyond this point, both lift and drag continue to increase but the C L /C D ratio decreases. Where the tangent to the curve is 45°, the drag begins to increase faster than the lift. The maximum windward performance of the sail is between these two tangents or points. Lift and drag still continue to increase, up to the stall, the summit of the curve, where lift is at its maximum. Beyond this point the curve descends and drag force becomes increasingly important. At very high incidences (beyond 60°), the sail is propelled more by drag than by lift.
In light of Figure 3 , it appears that close-hauled (that is when sailing to windward), lift to drag ratio (L/D) is the most important factor. Massim, Ninigo and Tahiti, have the highest L/D and are expected to be the most efficient of the ten sails tested when sailing to windward. With respect to beam reaching (with the wind at 90° and the sails at their highest C L ), Santa Cruz has the best performance of all, although Ninigo and Massim are almost as good. They are followed by Arawe, Micronesia, Vanuatu and Marquesas. The other three sails (Tonga, Hawaii, Tahiti) have the lowest maximum C L . Broad reaching and running (from about 100 to 160° off the wind), there is little difference in the performance of all the sails, although again Santa Cruz is the best.
Two classes of stall can be noted, relatively abrupt or gentle. A possible explanation for the abrupt stall of Tahiti and Massim lies in the elongated shape and high aspect ratio of their sails, as well as their nearly vertical leading edges. This makes them behave somewhat like airplane wings with a two-dimensional stall (occurring at nearly the same moment along the height of the sail). For the other sails, with inclined leading edges (Tonga) and/or large changes in geometry along their lengths (such as the deep curves in the heads of Santa Cruz and Vanuatu sails), the stall is certainly modified by three-dimensional effects, such as vortex lift. Vortex lift works by capturing the vortices generated along the leading edges (yard and boom) of the sail, keeping them attached to the surface and retarding the stall (Marchaj 2003: 161-66) .
To further examine the power of these rigs, the coefficient of driving force (C R ) is plotted against the heading of the canoe (θ) (Figs 2, 4) . C R is the resultant of coefficients C L and C D projected onto the course sailed or heading. 6 To calculate maximum C R (C R = (C D .Cosβ) + (C L .Sinβ)), one has to determine appropriate values of angle (β), that is, the trim angle of the sail relative to the heading. The method used in these experiments consisted of calculating C R at 5° increments of β (from 0 to 180°) and plotting the best result, which represents a sail adjusted for its highest efficiency.
Not surprisingly, the ranking of the sails at different heading angles against driving force coefficient (C R ) in Figure 4 is similar to that obtained with the C D over C L coefficients (Fig. 3) . At low heading angles, from about 30° to 80°, three sails (Santa Cruz, Ninigo, Massim) are remarkable for their higher efficiency. Four other sails (Arawe, Micronesia, Vanuatu, Marquesas) , while somewhat less efficient close hauled, have similar performance throughout almost the entire range of headings. The last three sails (Tonga, Hawaii, Tahiti) also cluster together with lower performance throughout, except for the case of Tahiti when close hauled. Indeed Tahiti appears to be specialised for windward headings. In the light of these observations, it appears that in general, Oceanic lugsails (Ninigo, Massim, Arawe) are more efficient than Oceanic lateens or spritsails and that within these last two groups, there is fairly high variability. However, at heading angles greater than 55°, one Oceanic lateen (Santa Cruz) surpasses them all. The ranking discussed here is a first attempt at a general comparison of sail efficiency based on lift and drag characteristics. But to derive more complete performance figures, such as canoe velocity relative to wind speed and heading, will require additional studies on the hydrodynamics of canoe hulls and estimation of sail area to canoe displacement. Finney has noted that shunting canoes rigged with the Oceanic lateen should sail significantly faster than spritsail-rigged tacking canoes with their nearly upright leading edges (Finney 2006: 131) . Although the wind tunnel tests did not clearly differentiate an Oceanic lateen class versus an Oceanic spritsail class, the general pattern is that lateens are the more efficient. Since the sail area to displacement ratio of spritsails is also much lower than that of lateens, 7 it is likely that Finney is correct.
DISCUSSION
The aerodynamics of sails are now well understood for conventional yachts but little work has been done on traditional sailing canoes. The results presented here are thus still somewhat preliminary since there are only two limited comparative studies available: Marchaj's "crab claw" and Jackson and Bailey's Marianas proa. Among our sails, the one that most closely replicates the performance of Marchaj's "crab claw" (2003: 160, Fig. 142 ) is Santa Cruz (Fig. 5) . This raises the question of why the driving forces of Santa Cruz and Marchaj's "crab claw", to which we can add Ninigo and Massim, are substantially higher than the others. Marchaj discussed the following factors as contributing to the efficiency of his "crab claw" sail: leading edge stiffness, relatively flat camber, a planar (untwisted) sail, a rounded nose or tack angle and a moderate sweepback or yard angle (Marchaj 2003: 167-73) . For Marchaj, a stiff leading edge produced higher lift. All our model sails had relatively stiff, round leading edges, except Santa Cruz whose thin tipped spars oscillated at high wind speed. As far as camber, Marchaj noted that for his axisymmetrical conical sails, "the less the camber, the higher the lift" (Marchaj 2003: 169) . Our sails moulded with the same camber at mid chord did not allow comparison. Marchaj noted that a "crab claw" sail with its tack fixed to the deck, holding the sail planar and untwisted, gave as much as 35% more driving force than the same sail with its tack left free (Marchaj 2003: 170) . All the Oceanic rigs tested here had fixed tacks, effectively eliminating sail twist and improving efficiency. Marchaj found that a rounded tack angle with curved spars (D in Figs 161, 164 ) was superior. Indeed, our Santa Cruz model was more efficient than the Tonga and Micronesia sails with their straight spars and pointed tacks. Marchaj claimed that for best performance to windward, the sail should be set with a medium sweepback angle (Marchaj 2003: 173, Fig.162) . He used yard angles of 7°, 38° and 69° aft as measured from his Figure 162 . Our best data on the effects of variable yard angles are for the Massim Oceanic lugsail. It was more efficient with its yard angle at 10° and 20° than at 30°, 40°, 50°. The performance of Jackson and Bailey's (1996) Marianas proa rigged with an Oceanic lateen sail is consistent with our three Oceanic lateens.
Their maximum values are closest to our Micronesia and the overall shape of their curve to Santa Cruz (Fig. 6 ). These broader comparisons tend to support our results.
Oceanic sailing canoes have been shaped by hundreds, even thousands of years of experiences and indeed their rig types appear to be correlated with the history of settlement inferred from geographical distribution and historical linguistics. Within the vast area settled by Austronesian sailors, we recognise three regions, each with its distinctive and exclusive rig type. Today, the western region, from Indonesia and the Philippines to northern New Guinea, is inhabited by Western Malayo-Polynesian speakers, whose dominant canoe type is a double outrigger that tacks through the eye of the wind and carries a rectangular Oceanic lugsail. The central region, including Island Melanesia, Western Polynesia and Micronesia, is peopled by Oceanic speakers whose prevailing canoe type is the shunting single outrigger with an Oceanic lateen sail. The last region is Eastern Polynesia, where tacking canoes carry Oceanic spritsails. 8 While we have no archaeological evidence of the antiquity of any of these types, their distribution correlates with the three major periods of Pacific settlement: the arrival of the Austronesians in the western region perhaps 6,000 years ago, in the central region around 3,500 years ago and in the eastern region some 1,000 years ago. If indeed, these three rig types were used by the Austronesian sailors who discovered and settled each of these three regions, it implies that Oceanic lugsails, lateens and spritsails were all innovated before the settlement of the newly discovered regions. While our model sails, based on relatively recent data can be classed into these three types, we do not think of any of them as representing ancient prototypes, but rather as the outcome of a long history of local innovations and/or borrowings.
There are other models in the literature about Austronesian canoe origins. Among the most recent are those of Horridge (2008) and Irwin (2008) . For Horridge (2008: 86) the ancestral rig used for the settlement of Western and central Oceania was "the triangular sail… supported by two-booms, pushed up with a loose prop [mast]" (our shunting lateen rig type). For Irwin, the simple two-spar rig (Oceanic spritsail) is the oldest, predating the three-spar Oceanic lateen. He argues it was the one probably used during the Lapita settlement of the central region some 3,500 years ago (Irwin 2008) , as well as for the discovery of East Polynesia some 2,500 years later (Irwin 2011) .
Concerning the central region, linguistic reconstruction of Proto-Oceanic (POC) indicates that canoes were dugouts with sewn on gunwale strakes, single outriggers and sails, although no terms could be reconstructed for either the type of sail or the maneuver (shunting or tacking) (Greenhill and Clark 2011; Pawley and Pawley 1994) . The one reconstruction that allows inferences about rig type seems to be reflexes of *jila whose meanings range from boom or yard to mast in different lower order subgroups of Oceanic languages. According to Pawley and Pawley, in POC *jila refers to one of the spars supporting the sail, either the yard or the boom in Admiralty Islands (ADM), in Western Oceanic (WO) and in Central and Northern Vanuatu (CNV). Further east, this term refers to yard in Tonga and Pukapuka, sprit or mast in Samoa, mast or spar in Tikopia, and mast in Tahiti, Mangaia and New Zealand (Pawley and Pawley 1994: 350-51) . They further note that "the use of reflexes of *jila to denote a fixed mast is confined to certain parts of Polynesia [Tikopia, Samoa, East Polynesia] and this sense probably represents a post-PPN innovation" (Pawley and Pawley 1994: 351) . We believe that the shift in meaning from yard or boom to mast may well reflect a technical innovation from the three spar lateen to the two spar spritsail, where the forward sail spar became a functional mast, somewhere in West Polynesia (Di Piazza in press).
While it is generally agreed that the Oceanic spritsail served for the discovery of East Polynesia, there is divergence in where and when it was innovated. For Horridge, it was after the initial Austronesian expansion. For Irwin, it was prior to the Lapita expansion, therefore more than 3,500 years ago. We argue here that it was during the long pause between the settlement of Samoa and that of East Polynesia.
* * *
For different practical reasons (bans on sailing by colonial administrations, the introduction of canvas, etc.), the weaving of sails has practically ceased in contemporary Pacific societies. To better understand how they perform, we presented data from wind tunnel tests whose results allow ranking of ten Oceanic sails and discussion of differences in relative performance based on empirical data. The analysis brings out some interesting points. Key among these is the relative high efficiency of Oceanic lugsails. The analysis also points to wide variability within the lateen sails, including the surprising high efficiency of the Santa Cruz sail. Finally, it indicates the good all-around performance of the Marquesas spritsail relative to the Hawaii and Tahiti. about 30° to 80° off the wind, three sails (Massim, Ninigo, Santa Cruz) are remarkable for their higher efficiency. Three other sails (Tonga, Hawaii, Tahiti) are remarkable for their lower efficiency from heading angles of about 90 to 130°. In between, four more sails (Arawe, Micronesia, Vanuatu, Marquesas) have roughly similar performance to each other. The ranking of these sails is followed by a description of their distribution with inferences on historical evolution of canoe rigs. 
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